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of capitalism; and wealth laboriously accumulated was
dissipated in fruitless enterprises in which experience was
painfully and dearly bought. Without these pioneer efforts
the achievements of a later age would have been impossible,;
and the changes which are designated as the 'Industrial
Revolution ' were the outcome of a long series of experiments
in which progress appeared infinitely slow because the first
steps are always the most difficultx.
chequered The career of Sir John Winter affords another example
pfl^ °f °* *ke chequered fortunes of a seventeenth-century capitalist.
The writer of a letter in 1672 described how " the famous
Coal Delfe near this city [Coventry], where so many thousand
pounds have been buried and so many undertakers ruined,
is now by Sir John Winter's management brought into a very
hopeful condition, they getting coals in plenty, and 'tis hoped
that all difficulties in the work are conquered, so that as it
has been a work of vast expense and trouble, so it is now
likely to prove no less profitable to the undertakers and
advantageous to the city, who have not been backward to
encourage it, having lent round sums freely ''. An optimistic
strain pervaded a subsequent letter which reported that" the
coal-pits continue very hopeful, but the great charge proving
many times too nimble for a present supply of money, which
the workmen will not want, our city has lent Sir John
Winter forty pounds more gratis, and will supply more if
there be occasion ". But a third letter disclosed the failure
of the enterprise : " Notwithstanding the fair hopes, and in
a manner certainty of the prosperity of our coal-works, yet,
when we least feared it, they were thrown up by Sir John
Winter, the chief manager, after spending, as is said, above
eight thousand pounds. ... It is certain that, had he not
wanted a present supply of money, he had not deserted the
work : for though their takings this summer have been pretty
brisk, yet as the money came in, it went to pay off the many
debts contracted which caused a want of a full and ready
pay, without which those damned fiends, the colliers, will
1 Cartwright's combing machine was tried at Bradford in 1794, but
half a century elapsed, and several hundred patents were taken out,
before the combing machine attained practical value. A list is given in
Burnley, The History of Wool and Wool-combing, Appendix.

